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Natural gym
Robinia Street Workout is our newest addition to super popular
Robinia series. Sets and single
units, that in natural way let fill
in available space in the parks,
school areas, holiday resorts, or
just any other spots. Robinia Street Workout can create perfect
room for various physical activity for enthusiast of any age. As
Buglo pays massive attention to
quality and safety, also this series
doesn’t lower the bar and present highest standards of quality
and safety.
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Base for whole Robinia series
is acacia wood, sourced only
from FSC certified ecological
suppliers. Acacia is well known
for high resilience and durability
in various weather conditions,
which is huge asset, as its only
create more options to use it in
different places. Also, it gives
users opportunity for activity on
rather unique equipment.
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Posts are made of black locust.

Design elements are made of stainless steel AISI304.
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Design itself, its absolutely incomparable. Raw acacia wood,
combine with stainless steel elements, give this very natural, but
same time kind of unpretentious
industrial look.
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Polypropylene ropes, pp-multisplit
type of 16mm with steel core.

Panels made of highest quality
13mm HPL, well resisting to damp
and UV.
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Fasteners and clippers made of aluminium alloys, very easy to assemble gives
very stable stift structure. Aluminium with
anti-corrosive impregnation from the
process of cataphoresis, also coated
with powder painting of QUALICOAT
polyester paints.
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Variety of solutions
Wide range of Buglo products
contain whole sets as well as
single units, that combine can
create so desirable outdoor
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gyms. Our customers know
well, what space they have
and what expectations they
facing and Robinia Street
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Workout allow them handle
perfectly with any of above
issues. Let them create scope
both, unique and efficient.
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Multifunctional modules
Build your very own set
with our modules.

climbing rope

pull-ups bars

incline
bench

ladder

With Ronbinia Street Workout
there is not much physical
activities, you can’t do.
Variety possibilities for remodeling sets with wide range

of different modules encourage to build sets suitable
to lots of different demands
from users. All the bits and
bobs as well as bigger mo-

dules can easy meet expectations of fussiest users, letting them spend enjoyable
and useful time.

